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 DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS.
 
But for the purposes of integration Fl = F2 =
this therefore becomes
 = JPn = q ; and
 
If this be not an identity, there is a relation implied between the
independent variables, which is of course impossible; it then
follows that the given equations are inconsistent and that there
is no common integral. If it be an identity, the number of given
equations independent of one another is less than the number of
the quantities p, which therefore cannot be determined from the
given equations alone; we must therefore have recourse to the
method which applies when m is less than n.
Thus, if there be four independent variables and four equa-
tions fi = 0 = F2 = F3 = F4 be given, there can be no common
integral in a case when there is a relation of the form
F4 = <X - o?a) Fl + 0. - <) F2 + atjcpM
where there is a relation of the form
F< = to - *J F, + to - *.) ^ + to - <O ft,
there are only three independent equations.
226. II. Let m be less than n. We may suppose the equations
reduced to such a number m that they are independent of one
another, even though they were not so in the form in which they
were first given. It will be assumed that there is a common in-
tegral so far as the algebraic relations which give the dependent
functions in terms of the others indicate ; this will be the case if
these relations become identically-null equations when in them we
make use of the equations F1 = Q, ...... , Fm = 0.
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First Case.
equations
 The functions F1 = 0= ...... = Fm may satisfy the
for all values 1, 2, ...... , m of r and s ; they are therefore simul-
taneously integrable. To determine the values of the quantities.
jp, other n — m equations must be obtained by JacoM's method ;
these will involve n — m arbitrary constants. From these equations
and the given m equations the values of p must be derived and be
substituted in
dz =pi&«*i -f pf(Zfl?t H- .

